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ABSTRACT
A variety of sensor technologies, ranging from radar to medical imaging, rely critically upon efficient
ways to estimate the power distribution from recorded signals. Robustness and accuracy are of at
most importance, yet there is no universal agreement on how these are to be quantified. In the talk
we will motivate the need for ways to compare power spectral distributions and explain how these
can be used to quantify spectral uncertainty and to devise techniques for improving resolution. Metrics, in any field of science, must relate to physically meaningful properties of the objects under consideration. In this spirit, we will discuss certain natural notions of distance between power spectral
densities. First we will present a geometric framework for studying power spectra which is based on
optimal prediction. Analogies and will be drawn with classical Fisher information geometry which will
then motivate our transition to a complementary viewpoint based on optimal mass transport. The
relevance of these theories will be highlighted with applications to speech and image analysis. We
will then concluding by focusing on the geometry of vector-valued processes and corresponding
metrics for multivariable power spectra. We will detail metrics based on optimal prediction of vectorvalued processes and present connections between quantum analogues of the Fisher metric and a
matrix-valued formulation of optimal mass transport.
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